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Jade Roberts's love for Talon Steel is the real deal, and she's more determined than ever to help

him come to grips with whatever is haunting him. To that end, she continues her investigation of the

Steels...and unknowingly attracts some dangerous foes from their shrouded history. Talon loves

Jade deeply and longs to possess her forever, so he faces his worst fears and exposes his rawest

wounds in an attempt to heal. The road is icy and treacherous, but if he perseveres and comes out

whole on the other side, he'll finally be worthy of Jade's love. The untamed passion between the two

still blazes, but as the horrors of Talon's past resurface, Jade and Talon aren't safe....
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4.5 out of 5 StarsThis review is for the first three books in this series: Craving, Obsession, and

Possession. I read them all at once, so I decided to review them as a group. I received a free copy

of Craving from the publisher and bought the rest of the books released at this time. It was that

good!The plotline is top notch. It is gripping, intriguing, full of mystery and plenty of suspense as the

series continues. We are dealing here with a very adult subject matter, so for those of you that are

squeamish or looking for "safe" books, this is not for you in my opinion.Talon Steele is the center of

this story. His past is uncovered as the story unfolds and you will not be able to keep a dry eye. The

plotline pursues the resolution and ultimate healing from that event in his past. To do this, Talon is

going to need the support of his family and the girl he has finally allowed himself to love.Highly

recommended for those of you who love stories with twists and turns, as well as a strong dose of



psychological influence.One note: I could not give this a 5 star rating because somehow the love

scenes just did not all do it for me. I found myself (I hate to admit it) skipping them so I could find out

what happened next in this story. It could be just me... am I getting old?

This book ties up many of the questions in the first two of this series. Talon Steele is a complicated

man because he went through an ordeal of violent abuse when he was ten years old and in the

book is currently thirty five. He meets Jade who is the best friend of his younger sister, Marjorie who

came to stay for a while . While at the ranch the meet,& fall in love.I enjoyed the read & would highly

recommend it to anyone e wishing to read a complicated love story.9-30-16. Terri Davis. Oklahoma

City Ok

This book completely captured my attention! Talon and Jade's story is complete...or is it? Talon is

healing quickly from his traumatic past, and found love with Jade, but there are more secrets in the

Steel family yet to be uncovered. Who left the rose on Jade's pillow if it wasn't Talon? What secrets

does Wendy hold about Bradford? Will we ever know these things? I hope so!This is a complicated

story...so be sure to read the first two books in this series to grasp the story line. The Steel family is

complicated, but they certainly aren't going to bore you! I read this entire book in just a few hours

because I couldn't put it down! Ms. Hardt tells a great story, making all the characters come alive!

This story just keeps building. More details about Talon's ordeal are revealed and Jade continues to

stumble on to more clues and now that everyone knows what happened to Talon, he's finding it

easier to work towards healing. Jade's love has given him the strength to more forward and

acknowledge that he has a life worth living and wants to enjoy it with her and his siblings.More and

more we're seeing connections between the characters as they search for the men that changed

their lives more than two decades ago.This series is ADDICTING!! Rushing off to start Melt.

I could see how Talon could love Jade, but it made no sense how Jade loved Talon. He was a

mess. His response to everything with Jade was sex. You as I think, the love story sucked. The

mystery about Talon should have been the focus of the story. The romance was nonexistent. The

author did a horrible job with the romance. I would give the romance part of the book 2 stars, and

the mystery 4. However, I am not reading anymore to get to the truth. I just can't spend anymore

money on this story.



What an interesting way to end Jade and Talon's story. This book is loaded! Everything I like in a

book is in here... From the suspense, mystery, angst, to the hot, passionate erotic sex between

Talon and Jade...it was beautifully written and I enjoyed every chapter of it. I love the Steel Brothers

Saga so much and I think I just became a new fan of Helen Hardt! I love her writing style! Hats off to

you, Helen Hardt and I'm giving this book 5 stars! Pre-ordered Jonah's book!

When it says "saga" in the title, believe it. I made it through book three more out of curiosity, then

storyline. The stories were goo, but not great. And, definitely do not warrant the $6.99 cost.The

bedroom conversation was stilted as were the bedroom scenes. I figured out all three villains by

early in book three. I may have continued ready if the book prices were around $3.99. Lesson

learned.

This is the third book about Talon & Jade & it was good to see how far Talon has come after his

history. It was very interesting with a lot of secrets coming to light. It was a little less steamy than

other two books & a small part still feels his & Jade's relationship is mostly physical. I still feel like

there were things left unresolved but I guess I'd have to read Jonah's book to find out more.
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